
Two Other Views of Corporate Lingo 
 

In organizing the terms and diabolical definitions that comprise Blah, Blah, Blah: A Snarky 

Guide to Office Lingo, I ultimately settled on five chapters and typically five entries per titled page. 

Along the way, though, I toyed with at least two other ways in which I might have organized the 

material instead. 

 The first approach was obvious enough: what lingo do office workers especially dislike, and 

among my contributors are there any terms they were especially eager to target? Note that terms to 

follow didn’t always make it into the final version of Blah, Blah, Blah as they got cut along the way. 

As to terms especially disliked, I came across a study which concluded that synergy was the 

business buzzword disliked most, coming in first among men and women alike. Two other sayings, 

think outside the box and circle back, were close behind. Beyond those terms, men disliked techie 

terms like cloud, big data and the endless promise that technology will be agile. Women who 

participated in the survey especially disliked terms like wheelhouse, swim lane and buy-in, all of which 

might be interpreted  as telling people what they should or shouldn’t do as if the speaker 

patronizingly knows what’s best. 

Since the contributors to Blah, Blah, Blah could choose which specific terms they wanted to 

lampoon, are there also some patterns here? I’ll get back to you was the most favorite target. After 

that, gender differences emerge. While male contributors liked to pick on R & D, just kidding and 

early adopters, female contributors went after ideation and other terms like suggestion box, let’s not 

reinvent the wheel, level playing field, team work, overtime and work/life balance. Their choices imply 

issues like wanting more of a voice also a fairer deal when it comes to handling responsibilities. 

 What’s the second approach I toyed with? It was to organize the terms and diabolical 

definitions based on which need they best address among the five basic needs in Abraham Maslow’s 

famous Hierarchy of Needs. Here’s what organizing the terms along those lines might look like. 

 

Lingo (Also) Organized by Motivations 
 Whatever its flaws, Maslow’s version remains the best-known model of human motivations. 

So what do those motivations look like when they’re recast in business terms? Here’s a chart to help 

make the translation tangible. 



 

 

PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS  
Food and water are the bottom-line essentials for everyone. Not surprisingly, those items 

showed up in drafting Blah, Blah, Blah, too. There are coffee breaks, lunches provided (at especially 

dull meetings) or served as part of all-day meetings or at summit meetings and conferences. If you’re a 

road warrior, food and maybe your drinks are part of the travel expenses you get reimbursed for.  

Food and drink show up in other ways, too. You want a seat at the table, where you can eat a 

sumptuous feast from soup-to-nuts or at least maybe learn what the secret sauce is. There’s plenty to 

do. Your plate is full because you’re busy peeling back the onion, buttering up your boss, feeding that 

same boss ear candy or trying to inspire a feeding frenzy among potential customers. When it comes 

to management, it always pays to know what’s the flavor of the month, often vanilla, to feed those 

who are the most power hungry. 

So far, so good—but then it gets somewhere between tricky to downright rude. Being put 

on the backburner, or else asked to boil the ocean or cook the books is hard. Drinking from a firehose 

isn’t something your dentist will favor. Eating your own dogfood is unpleasant but nothing like 

drinking the kool-aid, which is downright dangerous.  

 As to other basic needs like sex and clothing, again there’s lingo for every occasion. Office 

handsome or pretty may lead to an office romance, or unfortunately just to a slew of sexual 

innuendoes or worse to sexual abuse and harassment. Some terms touch on these delicate topics. To 

get into bed or suggest putting it to bed are terms thrown around casually enough. A little more 

strange is opening the kimono, whereas bang for the buck and management porn verge on being hard 

core. Speaking of clothes or a lack thereof, you may be given a company uniform or discover that 

there’s a company dress code. Whatever you do, just don’t become another empty suit. 



Now it’s true that sleep is important, but you’re up against a life/work balance that leads to 

chronic fatigue. You can try sleeping on the job, as suggested by no longer having a work station of 

your own because you’re hoteling. If you can close the door because you have a corner office, all the 

better for catching a nap because you’ve momentarily escaped being between a rock and a hard 

place.  

 

SECURITY NEEDS 
 Seeking security? Good luck. In Maslow’s model, the second level merely gets sandwiched 

into the equation. In business life, you are the sandwich about to be eaten.  To first look at the bright 

side of things, one could say that in a work environment both security and safety are the result of 

hard work, leading to a salary, a pension or 401(k) and company health plan. Get all of that and maybe 

pilfer a few office supplies along the way, and you can hope to make hay while the sun shines. 

 Odds are, however, that it can feel more like darkness at noon. The problems start with the 

rate of change. A change agent might tell you to burn the boats. Otherwise, you could find yourself 

behind the eight ball. Seeing competitive advantage, you can try for cosmetic changes but will they be 

enough? 

 The next thing you know, change means a crisis big or small. There are alarm bells going off. 

This is crunch time as you try not to drop the ball while handling the dirty laundry. There are 

emergency meetings to attend, where you hope to learn that even dead cats bounce. Mergers and 

acquisitions lead to melt downs, more screw ups, and being told failure is not an option. 

 Then things get really serious. Death is everywhere. It starts with all the lingo about losing 

your job, losing security. Sure, you can get fired. But you can also be given the boot, take an 

unwelcome role in employee attrition, be on the chopping block, get the axe, get sacked, discover your 

days are numbered or be subject to zumping. Burn and churn and rank and yank have become 

standard forms of mass killings during any one among a series of re-organizations you’ll experience 

should you last long enough. No matter what, you get the message loud and clear: you’re 

expendable. 

 Truth be told, the amount of violent figurative language used in business is overwhelming. 

One survey of businesspeople in England led to the conclusion that The Godfather is far and away the 

favorite movie of corporate types. Better to gun down your rivals than have it happen to you. Let’s 

start with bullets. A magic bullet is fine but being asked to bite the bullet isn’t as attractive an option. 

A decision-sniper lurks in every meeting. Want to be figurately killed off? The options are quite varied. 

You can die on the hill, though the weapon or form of death isn’t specified. Whatever you do, 

however, please (don’t) shoot the messenger you tell your boss, hoping a chainsaw consultant isn’t 

listening in on your conversation. 

 Brass tacks sound better than being subject to brass knuckles. With so much violent 

language, who’s to say that hammer it out doesn’t begin to sound ominous. You can’t help getting a 

little paranoid since there are headhunters everywhere, killer apps abound, and no moat can keep 

you safe.  



 Over time, it begins to feel as if you’re part of the Hundred Years’ War that was waged in 

western Europe during its Middle Ages (and your own). You had better engage in market penetration 

so that you can make a killing. Yes, try to corner the market. In the act of doing so, you’ll most likely 

be smelling blood. Backstabbing is a mandatory work skill. In a deal, try for a carve-out that takes a 

bite-sized morsel out of your rival. Remember, cost cutting is a rampant necessity. So what if creative 

destruction is like using napalm as part of your product launch. Ideas and initiatives get deep sixed. 

Get used to it. If you work in customer service, remember that the trench warfare of World War One 

is an apt analogy to what it feels like most days being a front-line service rep.  

 Doubt that business life is quite this brutal? Go no further than the sayings, one throat to 

choke or poisoning the well. Of course, there will be post mortems to go over the price gouging and 

who got thrown under the bus. 

Turf battles can’t be helped, not with the walking dead everywhere and thus not enough 

boots on the ground (to sustain the war effort for long). When does push come to shove? Just before 

engaging in a tug of war. Clearly, a band-aid won’t be enough to save you. Or at least not your soul. 

Like a kid who grows up in an urban war zone and can’t concentrate at school, it’s a wonder that the 

average employee can get anything done given all the mayhem, verbal or financially-driven, that’s 

going on all around people in the workplace. Did you really think dead-end job is a term that only 

applies to others? Don’t forget that the candle that gets burnt at both ends is actually your own body, 

heart, mind and soul. You can only jump the shark for so long, after all, before fate catches up to you. 

 

BELONGING NEEDS 
 Where do all of the sports analogies that (male) executives and managers like to fall back on 

reside in the business version of Maslow’s model? Here, where friendship and a sense of community 

is meant to occur. Lingo like altruism, camaraderie, collaborating, and reciprocity sound great. After 

the usual prairie dogging together in your cubicle farm, you can’t wait for the company holiday party 

where you can reminisce about reaching consensus and thanking repeat customers. 

 The apotheosis of the kumbaya spirit centers on sports analogies, though. Baseball is a 

favorite go-to resource. You’re stepping up to the plate, where you hope to protect your batting 

average by giving the prospect a ballpark figure for the bid that you hope covers all the bases. Let’s 

ballpark this, you say, anticipating that you’ll get to the ninth inning eventually. Baseball seems so 

congenial. Hit somebody with the ball, and you get a walk to first if you’re the batter. Meanwhile, in 

hockey or football hitting is pretty much the point. Neither hockey or football figures much if at all in 

corporate lingo, blocking and tackling aside. 

Instead, thanks to the influence that executives exert golf arises when you’re told to tee it up 

or that something is par for the course. No survey of sports terms is complete with invoking 

swimming and rodeos. To tell your colleagues, this isn’t my first rodeo is fine but usually mistaken 

bravado. Stay in your swim lane is more ominous. That’s about the time you figure out that it’s not a 

level playing field, and that all the talk about teamwork is just talk. Should you want empathy instead 

of coopetition, then you’ll have to rely on the tissue lady known as the HR folks to help you out. Good 

luck; you’ll need it. 



 

ESTEEM NEEDS 
By now, you’re up pretty high up in Maslow’s little five-tier cake. This level is where you may 

hope to achieve fleeting stabs at things like prestige, feelings of accomplishment, respect, status, 

recognition, and perhaps even some degree of freedom. You know: the whole nine yards minus 

eight feet and 11 inches worth. Are there words that made it into at least the first few drafts of Blah, 

Blah, Blah that alluded to these kinds of goings on? Yes, there were. Maybe your ability and creativity 

are recognized, leading to an employee recognition award. Congratulations. You’re now a one-person 

center of excellence!  

Your reward may involve being given the freedom to spend your time chasing butterflies, 

pushing the envelope, and talking about the opportunity to blue sky this or that. But don’t count on 

empowerment. Unless you’re the CEO, you’ll find you don’t get to breathe much clean air. Work life 

often gets pretty nasty smelling, what with all the brownnosing required and the endless bouts of 

CYA exercises after the data dump turns out to be a bunch of trash talking. Depending on 

circumstances, taking a bath can be either good news or another bad experience. 

Yes, you’re past the past the point in your career of dead-end jobs where you check the box to 

avoid having resume stains. But it doesn’t mean you can be caught coloring outside the lines very 

often or your next annual performance review will be full of key performance indicators with feedback 

you won’t like. Think you know the ropes? Nope. In reality, you’ll find that it’s time to square the circle 

(again and yet again).  

 

SELF-ACTUALIZATION 
So you’ve reached nirvana . . . in your dreams. A long track-record of achievement has 

brought you to the summit. Quite the view. Your breakthrough potential has been realized. You’re a 

game changer, somebody who’s been playing the long game well thank to all that good training and 

an innate ability to raise the bar. Too bad that the person who liked you and gave you your latest 

promotion has just been fired or took a job elsewhere. Who’s around now to remember all the hard 

work you put in, and the many successes you had? 

Nobody, that’s who. It becomes a matter of radio silence, rather than the kind of bells and 

whistles that motivate colleagues and especially your champions to say, (let me) chime in. Everyone’s 

gone tone deaf, no matter how much you try to turn up the dial and leave voice mails pleading your 

case. Do so too many times and somebody will call you a whistleblower. Put another way, your best 

dog and pony show means you now get to eat your own dogfood. Been there, done that are words 

that die on your lips when you realize no other promotions are forthcoming anytime soon, if ever. 

Fulfillment isn’t to be, no matter what Mr. Maslow may have fantasized about before biting the dust.  

What it all comes down to is that instead of common ground and wiggle room, a comfort zone 

in short, you’ve become just another squeaky wheel. Try to be warm and friendly. You can still 

engage in hand holding, handling objections and being hands on. Nobody cares. It’s grip and grin time, 

minus the grinning. All you’ve got left are hot buttons that lead to hot seats, with a career left on 

hold. The time to strike while the iron is hot is over. You’re untouchable in the absolutely worst sense 



of the word. Carte blanche now refers to a paycheck you can’t cash because of insufficient funds 

known as a lack of personal brand equity. That’s the big picture. You’re the next big thing from 

yesteryear. 

End of story. You’ve been the object in a game of playing hardball. 


